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Disclaimer

The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all information that prospective investors may require. Readers are encouraged to conduct their own analysis and
review of STEP Energy Services Ltd. (“STEP” or the “Company”) and of the information contained in this presentation. Without limitation, prospective investors should read the entire record of publicly filed
documents relating to the Company, consider the advice of their financial, legal, accounting, tax and other professional advisors and such other factors they consider appropriate in investigating and analyzing the
Company. In this presentation, unless otherwise indicated, all dollar amounts are expressed in Canadian dollars. Certain capitalized terms and abbreviations not otherwise defined herein have the meaning assigned
to them in the Company’s Annual Information Form dated March 5, 2019 (the “AIF”), which is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

This presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction or to any person or entity. No representations or warranties, express or implied, have been made as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information in this presentation and this presentation should not be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement in relation to, an investment decision.

Forward-Looking Statements

Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements” or “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities legislation (collectively, “forward-looking
statements”). These statements relate to management’s expectations about future events, results of operations and the Company’s future performance (both operational and financial) and business prospects. All
statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements. The use of any of the words “anticipate”, “plan”, “contemplate”, “continue”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “propose”, “might”, “may”,
“will”, “shall”, “project”, “should”, “could”, “would”, “believe”, “predict”, “forecast”, “pursue”, “potential”, “objective” and “capable” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking statements. No assurance can
be given that these expectations will prove to be correct and such forward-looking statements included in this presentation should not be unduly relied upon. These statements speak only as of the date of this
presentation. In addition, this presentation may contain forward-looking statements and forward looking information attributed to third-party industry sources.

With respect to forward-looking statements contained in this presentation, assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: future oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids prices; the Company’s ability to
market successfully to current and new clients; the Company’s ability to utilize its equipment; the Company’s ability to obtain qualified staff and equipment in a timely and cost efficient manner; levels of deployable
equipment; future capital expenditures to be made by the Company; future sources of funding for the Company’s capital program; and the impact of competition on the Company.

Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth in the AIF under the heading “Risk Factors”. The forward-looking statements
included in this presentation are expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements and are made as of the date of this presentation. The Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or
revise any forward-looking statements except as required by applicable securities laws. For additional information, including with respect to the assumptions, expectations and risks applicable to such forward-looking
information, see “Forward-Looking Information & Statements” in the AIF.

Non-IFRS Measures

In addition to using financial measures prescribed by IFRS, references are made in this presentation to “Adjusted EBITDA Margin” and “Return on Invested Capital”, which are measures that do not have any
standardized meaning as prescribed by IFRS. Accordingly, the Company’s use of such terms may not be comparable to similarly defined measures presented by other entities. These non-IFRS measures should
also be read in conjunction with the financial statements of STEP for the relevant periods, which are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

“Return on Invested Capital” or “ROIC” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is calculated by dividing net income by the average total capital of the Company for the respective period.
Total capital represents the sum of shareholder’s equity plus Total Debt (the summation of the current and long-term portions of the Company’s obligations under finance lease and loans and borrowings) and
average total capital equals the arithmetic average of total capital at the beginning and end of the year for which the measure is being calculated. ROIC is presented because the Company views this as an important
measure of financial performance as it provides an assessment of the Company’s efficiency at allocating capital to investments and projects.
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Disclaimer

Non-IFRS Measures continued

“Adjusted EBITDA” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to net income before finance costs, depreciation and amortization, loss (gain) on property and equipment, current and
deferred income tax provisions and recoveries, share-based compensation, impairment, transaction costs and foreign exchange (gain) loss. Losses (gains) on property and equipment are excluded because they are
not part of the regular business activities of STEP. “Adjusted EBITDA Margin” is defined as Adjusted EBITDA divided by revenue. These measures are presented because they are widely used by the investment
community as they provide an indication of the results generated by the normal course business activities of STEP prior to considering how the activities are financed and the results are taxed. STEP uses these
measures internally to evaluate operating and segment performance because management believes it provides better comparability between periods. For further details on Adjusted EBITDA as it relates to STEP
and certain reconciliations, see “IFRS and Non-IFRS Measures” in the prospectus of the Company dated April 25, 2017 and in the Company’s Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the three and six month
periods ended June 30, 2017, the three and nine month periods ended September 30, 2017, the year ended December 31, 2017, the three month period ended March 31, 2018, the three and six month periods
ended June 30, 2018, the three and nine month periods ended September 30, 2018, and the year ended December 31, 2018, all of which are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

Presentation of Financial Information

The financial statements of STEP are reported in Canadian dollars and have been prepared in accordance with IFRS. All financial information of Tucker Energy Services Holdings, Inc. (“Tucker”) is, and the financial
statements of Tucker included in the Company’s amended and restated business acquisition report dated May 11, 2018, as amended and restated August 2, 2018 (the “BAR”) are, reported in U.S. dollars and have
been prepared in accordance with, or derived from financial statements prepared in accordance with, United States generally accepted accounting principles (“U.S. GAAP”).

This presentation contains pro forma financial information giving effect to the acquisition by the Company of Tucker (the “Tucker Acquisition”). Readers are cautioned such pro forma financial information includes
information from the financial statements of Tucker included in the BAR and internal financial statements prepared by Tucker for financial periods not included in the BAR, which have not been reviewed by Tucker’s
auditors and which were prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. STEP completed a review of potential adjustments needed to conform Tucker’s historical financial statements to STEP’s and concluded that there
were adjustments required to conform the Tucker financial statements to IFRS. STEP is performing a further review and comparison of the accounting policies of STEP and Tucker. From that review, STEP may
identify additional differences between the accounting policies of the two companies that, when conformed, could have a material impact on the financial statements of STEP. The pro forma financial information
contained in this presentation has been prepared using certain of STEP’s financial statements as well as certain of Tucker’s financial statements as more particularly described in the notes to the STEP pro forma

financial statements included in the BAR and in the footnotes to the tables in Exhibit A and throughout this presentation. Actual results may differ from those presented in such pro forma financial information.

Unless otherwise indicated, in this presentation all references to “dollar”, “$” or “C$” are to the Canadian dollar and all references to “U.S.$” are to the United States dollar.

Abbreviations

Additionally, this presentation makes use of the following abbreviations:

boe/d barrels of oil equivalent per day frac fracturing HP horsepower
CAGR compound annual growth rate ft feet mm millions
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Potential Fracturing
Horsepower

Coiled Tubing Spreads

1. As at December 31, 2018.
2. Reflects total available horsepower as of Q4 2018 and includes Tucker’s fourth fracturing spread with 50,000 HP and the additional 

72,500 HP that STEP has available for deployment (some of which will require capital for maintenance, refurbishment and 
rebranding). 

OVERVIEW

192,500 HP

490,000 HP(2) 26 Spreads

Cross-border completions specialist with a modern coiled tubing and pressure pumping asset base

Fracturing

Coiled Tubing

Canada U.S.

- STEP Service Centre- STEP Head Office

Dallas

Houston

- Plays

ARIZONA

NEW MEXICO

TEXAS
LOUISIANA

Anadarko Basin

STACK

SCOOP

Woodford Shale

Barnett Shale

Haynesville

Permian

Eagle Ford

BRITISH COLUMBIA

ALBERTA

SASKATCHEWAN

Ft. McMurray

Edmonton

Calgary

Montney

Duvernay

Deep Basin

CANADIAN & U.S PRESSURE PUMPING / COILED TUBING MARKETS

STEP Overview
Leading Specialized Coiled Tubing and Fracturing Service Provider

Facilities Acquired Through 
Tucker Acquisition

� STEP is a technically focused, oilfield 
service company providing specialized 
coiled tubing and associated pressure 
pumping and support equipment to service 
the deep horizontal well market in Western 
Canada, Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma

� Third largest pressure pumping company 
in Canada as measured by horsepower, 
and has one of the largest, new fit-for-
purpose coil fleets in North America

� The Company continually develops and 
deploys technology, STEP-IQ™ real time 
data services including fiber optics and e-
coil technology, STEP-PLEXTM diverting 
agents, and SandCan®, in order to 
compliment its core pressure pumping and 
coiled tubing service offerings

FINANCIAL & OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

297,500 HP

12 Spreads

14 Spreads

Q4 2018 EQUIPMENT FLEET(1) 2018 REVENUE(1)

Canada

U.S.

$782 mm

$782 mm

29%  

71%  

61%  

39%  
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Corporate Strategy: Strong Field and Business Execution

Maintenance 
& Electronics

Site Manager

Procurement 
& Logistics

Finance & IT
Sales, 

Engineering 
& Lab

Human 
Resources, 
Training & 

HSE 

Operations 
Management

WHAT WE SAID WE WOULD DO VS. WHAT WE DID

Reactivate Fracturing Equipment & 
Develop Coiled Tubing Business

STEP has been able to establish a tier 1 client base through a focus on safe, flawless field execution

Reactivated 225,000 HP of the acquired 297,500 HP in Canada; expanded coiled tubing 
business to 26 total units (14 in Canada, 12 in the U.S.) by the end of 2018

Further Expand Operations
in the U.S.

Acquired Tucker, creating a pressure pumping presence in key, high growth, U.S. basins, 
including the SCOOP / STACK

Create Value for Shareholders
Business has been built on best-in-class margins and returns, exemplified by its $100 mm fully 

subscribed IPO in May 2017

Executive 
Team

FIELD OPERATIONS STRATEGY CORPORATE STRATEGY

Fit-for-Purpose 
Equipment

High Performance 
Culture

Comprehensive 
Business Model

Conservatively Manage the 
Balance Sheet

Commitment to maintaining modest leverage levels via disciplined CAPEX and equity injections

Create a Dominant Canadian Coiled 
Tubing Business

STEP is a leading coiled tubing provider in North America; in particular for deep coil applications 
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Successfully Grew the Company and Gained Market Share

• Canadian Coiled Tubing – one coil spread in 2012 to 14 coil spreads (9 currently operating)

• U.S. Coiled Tubing – zero coil spreads in 2014 to 12 coil spreads (8 currently operating)

• Canadian Fracturing – total of 297,500 HP (225,000 HP currently operating)

• U.S. Fracturing – total of 192,500 HP (142,500 HP currently operating)

STEP Fracturing CapacitySTEP’s Deep Capacity Coiled Tubing Fleet

Proud Track Record of Growth
Prudently Managing Active Fracturing and Coiled Tubing Equipment
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- Active Fracturing Spreads

Tucker is a focused, Oklahoma-based pressure pumper that will improve STEP’s U.S. footprint

Houston

ARIZONA

NEW MEXICO

TEXAS LOUISIANA

Anadarko Basin

STACK

SCOOP

Woodford Shale

Barnett Shale

Haynesville

Permian

Eagle Ford

Dallas

- Tucker Facility

Tucker Transaction Overview

OVERVIEW

� STEP acquired Tucker for C$355 million (US$275 million) 
in cash, before closing adjustments, on April 2, 2018

� Acquisition funded with cash on hand of C$24.0 million, an 
equity offering of subscription receipts exchangeable for 
common shares of C$56.3 million, and the balance from 
borrowings under the credit facilities of C$274.7 million

� Tucker provided fracturing and completion solutions to the 
U.S. oil and gas industry and the acquisition included 4 
fracturing spreads (192,500 HP), 2 coiled tubing spreads 
and 15 wireline units

ACQUISITION RATIONALE

� Strategic entry into the U.S. fracturing market with 
immediate exposure to high-growth plays such as the 
SCOOP / STACK and Woodford in Oklahoma

� Ability to leverage and build upon the preexisting client 
relationships with STEP’s U.S. coiled tubing business in 
the Permian / Eagle Ford plays and Tucker’s fracturing and 
coiled tubing clients in Oklahoma

� Tucker’s clients included supermajors and large 
independent E&Ps with existing service agreements and 
two right of first refusal agreements

EQUIPMENT ACQUIRED

� Fracturing: 4 fracturing spreads representing 192,500 
HP (includes fourth spread of 50,000 HP deployed in 
Q2 2018)

� Represented Tucker’s largest revenue-
generating segment (approximately 94% of 
revenue for LTM Q1 2018)(1)

� Coiled Tubing: 2 coiled tubing spreads 

� A 2” unit and a 2-3/8” unit

� Wireline Service: 15 wireline units

� 5 cased-hole units and 10 open-hole units

1. Based on Tucker’s internal financial statements. Calculated by adding revenue from Q1 2018 and full year 2017 and subtracting revenue from Q1 2017 .
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STEP Evolves Coiled Tubing Technology

An Example of Our Coiled Tubing Evolution

• STEP’s first mast coiled tubing unit was designed to run 6,000 m (19,685 ft) of 2-3/8” OD tubing, or 4,400 m (14,435 ft) of 2-7/8” OD tubing

− As the industry continues to drill longer and deeper horizontal wells, STEP continues to evolve coiled tubing technology

• Our latest 14’ wide coiled tubing unit is designed to run ~12,000 m (39,370 ft) of 2-3/8” OD tubing, or ~8,000 m (26,247 ft) of 2-7/8” OD tubing

STEP’S LATEST 14 FT WIDE COILED TUBING UNIT

Coiled Tubing Capabilities 2-3/8” 2-5/8” 2-7/8”

First Mast Unit 6,000 m (19,685 ft) 5,500 m (18,045 ft) 4,400 m (14,435 ft)

Latest 14 Ft Unit 12,000 m (39,370 ft) 9,400 m (30,840 ft) 8,000 m (26,247 ft)
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Operations Restructuring Initiatives

1. Reduced staffed equipment to meet near term demand expectations

− In Canada, reduced staffed coiled tubing units to nine units and reconfigured the composition of horsepower to have six fracturing 
spreads active and deployed, representing 225,000 HP (which includes 117,500 HP with bi-fuel capabilities)

− In the U.S., reduced its active staffed equipment to eight coiled tubing units and during the third quarter of 2018, reduced fracturing 
operating capacity from four fleets to three in response to lower demand and uneconomic spot pricing

2. Overhead and G&A reductions

− Reduced overhead positions by 13% to bring overhead and administrative levels in line with near term activity expectations

▪ Expected savings of approximately $4.1 million annually; in addition, reduced field staffing by 12% since the end of the third quarter

3. Debt repayment and optimizing payment cycles

− Utilizing cash flow from operations to pay down debt in the fourth quarter of 2018 by $39.7 million to bring total outstanding debt at 
December 31, 2018 to $254.6 million (before deferred financing costs)

4. Capital budget management

− In addition to reducing the 2018 capital budget by $20 million to $141 million in Q3/18, management elected to defer spending 
approximately $14 million of its remaining capital that was largely slated to reactivate select equipment and will monitor market demand 
and activity levels to determine timing and needs for this spend

5. Amended credit facility

− Subsequent to year end, the Company entered into an arrangement with its syndicate of lenders to make certain amendments to its 
credit facilities, including a change to the maximum Funded debt to Adjusted bank EBITDA ratio and replacing the prior Fixed Charge 
Coverage ratio to an Interest Coverage ratio

Cost Management Update
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Corporate Outlook

• Canadian Operations

− Active operating equipment of 225,000 HP (117,500 HP with bi-fuel capabilities) and nine coiled tubing units

− Overall activity levels in Q1 have met expectations despite a slower start to the quarter and cold weather related delays

− Second half visibility is constructive as current commodity prices produce stronger client cash flows, enabling capital program support. 
Caution remains over extent to any 2019 program expansion

− Focus remains on firming up pricing, managing costs and optimizing utilization of manned equipment in order to improve returns

• U.S. Operations

− Active operating equipment of 142,500 HP and eight coiled tubing units

− Oklahoma market continues to exhibit an oversupply of equipment resulting in STEP evaluating its fleet distribution strategy at the 
beginning of the year

▪ In Q1, the Company successfully provided pressure pumping services for new and existing core clients in the Eagle Ford and 
Permian basins

◦ Backlog of work continues to support pressure pumping operations in West and South Texas

◦ Minimal additional infrastructure needed due to existing operations from coiled tubing business

− Ability to reactivate one spread (50,000 HP) and three additional deep capacity coiled tubing units subject to market demand

▪ Client discussions are building support for reactivation of fourth spread

Operations Update
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